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Figure 1: 3D Controllable Human Image Synthesis. Our VeRi3D enables control over shape, pose, and appearance in the
first row and part-level editing of the lower body, upper body, and head in the second row. The bottom right illustrates the
vertices used to control the image synthesis, where colored vertices indicate the edited part.

Abstract

Unsupervised learning of 3D-aware generative adver-
sarial networks has lately made much progress. Some re-
cent work demonstrates promising results of learning hu-
man generative models using neural articulated radiance
fields, yet their generalization ability and controllability lag
behind parametric human models, i.e., they do not perform
well when generalizing to novel pose/shape and are not part
controllable. To solve these problems, we propose VeRi3D,
a generative human vertex-based radiance field parameter-
ized by vertices of the parametric human template, SMPL.

*Corresponding authors.

We map each 3D point to the local coordinate system de-
fined on its neighboring vertices, and use the corresponding
vertex feature and local coordinates for mapping it to color
and density values. We demonstrate that our simple ap-
proach allows for generating photorealistic human images
with free control over camera pose, human pose, shape, as
well as enabling part-level editing.

1. Introduction

Generating diverse photorealistic renderings of clothed
humans has a wide range of applications including visual
effects, virtual try-on, VR/AR, and creative image editing.

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Compared to designing 3D human avatars manually which
is expensive and time-consuming, learning generative hu-
man models from data is a promising alternative to reduce
the design effort. To meet the requirements of the aforemen-
tioned applications, the generative model should be capable
of rendering photorealistic clothed humans with free con-
trol over camera pose, human pose, shape, and appearance,
ideally at the part-level, such as changing a hoody from a
sweater for the same individual.

Existing generative human models do not fulfill these re-
quirements yet. Parametric 3D body models [1, 32, 47],
e.g., SMPL, faithfully capture the human pose and shape
statistics with explicit control over these attributes but do
not model clothing. Based on SMPL, generative models for
clothed human avatars have been proposed [6, 9, 35]. How-
ever, these methods do not model appearance and require
3D supervision for modeling geometry.

Recently, 3D-aware generative adversarial networks
(GANs) have shown great success in learning 3D repre-
sentations, e.g., neural radiance fields, from single-view 2D
supervisions. While most 3D-aware GANs focus on non-
articulated objects, e.g., faces and cars [53, 5, 4, 16], there
are some recent attempts to learn generative human radi-
ance fields from 2D images [42, 2, 66]. All these meth-
ods map a 3D point in the observation space to a canon-
ical space, allowing for learning shape and appearance in
a pose-agnostic space. One line of work models the map-
ping function via a learned blending field [42], yet learn-
ing the distribution of the blending field from single-view
2D images is highly challenging and struggles to generalize
to out-of-distribution poses. Another line of works model
articulation using a fixed surface-based mapping without
learning parameters [2, 66]. This indeed simplifies the task
of the generator and leads to better generalization, but the
surface-based mapping can be inaccurate, e.g., an unoccu-
pied background point in the observation space might be
mapped to an occupied foreground point in the canonical
space and thus yielding ghosting artifacts. Further, despite
providing control over the human pose, the controllability
over the shape and fine-grained parts is yet to be explored.

In this work, we propose generative Vertex-based human
Radiance fields, VeRi3D , aiming for bridging the full con-
trollability of parametric models and the image fidelity of
3D-aware GANs. Our key idea is to parametrize the gen-
erative human radiance fields using a set of vertices prede-
fined by a human model, SMPL, and learning distributions
over the vertex features to generative diverse human images.
Specifically, we transform a 3D point to the individual lo-
cal coordinate systems of its nearest vertices, mapping the
point to a color and a density value based on the feature
vectors attached to the nearest vertices and its locations in
the local coordinates. Our representation has the following
advantages: i) This formulation allows us to enjoy the ben-

efit of using a fixed mapping guided by SMPL pose, leav-
ing the generator to learn a pose-agnostic human represen-
tation only. ii) Further, our formulation does not suffer from
ghosting artifacts as each point is mapped to an individual
local coordinate system instead of a shared global canonical
space as in previous methods [2, 66]. iii) Our formulation
is naturally suited for generative models as we can learn a
set of pose-agnostic vertex features based on a fixed UV
mapping of the vertices using a 2D convolution neural net-
work. iv) We demonstrate that our method naturally enables
control over pose and shape by editing the vertex locations.
Further, it can easily achieve part-level control by manipu-
lating vertex features of the same part.

In conclusion, our contributions are as follows: 1) We
present a 3D-aware GAN method for generating control-
lable radiance fields of human bodies. 2) Our method in-
troduces a human radiance field representation that enables
generalization to novel poses and body shapes, as well as
editing of local cloth shape and appearance. 3) We demon-
strate high-quality results for unconditional generation and
animation of human bodies using several datasets, including
Surreal, AIST++ and DeepFashion.

2. Related Work

GAN-based Image Synthesis: Generative adversarial net-
works [14] have achieved 2D image synthesis with high vi-
sual fidelity [36, 21, 23, 24, 22, 52, 64]. As these uncondi-
tional methods have no explicit control over the generated
images, a line of works proposes conditional human image
synthesis by transferring a 2D human pose [34, 55, 12, 11,
56, 71, 13, 31], a semantic segmentation map [26] or a UV
feature map [15, 51] to an RGB image. Despite enabling
controllability, the shape and appearance consistency given
different input conditions is not guaranteed due to the 2D-
to-2D generation. In contrast to these 2D image synthesis
methods, we focus on learning to generate 3D representa-
tions that can be rendered to novel viewpoints.

3D-Aware Image Synthesis: Recently, 3D-aware image
synthesis has attracted growing attention by lifting the gen-
erator to the 3D space. A key to 3D-aware image syn-
thesis is the choice of the underlying 3D representation.
Early methods attempt to learn 3D voxel grid [40, 17] and
mesh [29], yet these discretized representations limit the
image fidelity. More recent methods exploit neural radi-
ance fields [38] for 3D-aware image synthesis [53, 5, 4, 16,
20, 63, 70, 44, 62, 45, 10, 54]. Albeit achieving photore-
alistic 3D-aware image synthesis, these methods focus on
non-articulated objects, e.g., faces and cars.

3D-Aware Human Image Synthesis: There are a few at-
tempts to address the task of 3D-aware human image syn-
thesis leveraging neural radiance fields [67, 42, 2, 66, 19].
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3D-SGAN [67] leverages a semantic radiance field to render
a semantic map, combined with a 2D convolutional network
for converting the semantic label to a textured image. De-
spite demonstrating photorealistic human image synthesis,
the 2D texture generator hinders multi-view consistency.
Our work is more related to ENARF [42] that generates a
human radiance field in a canonical space and obtains tex-
tured 2D images via volume rendering. ENARF proposes to
learn a blend weight field to map humans of different poses
to a canonical space. However, this learned weight field
does not generalize well to unseen poses. GNARF [2] and
AvatarGen [66] use surface-based mapping that enables bet-
ter generalization to novel poses. Our experimental results
show that surface-based mapping may suffer from ghosting
artifacts and our vertex-based representation instead avoids
such a problem. More importantly, in contrast to these
methods [42, 2, 66] that all leverage the tri-plane-based rep-
resentation, we propose to learn features directly on the hu-
man vertices and learn a generative vertex-based radiance
field. This enables generalization to novel poses and shapes.
A more recent work [19] also enables control over the shape
and pose using a compositional neural radiance field. In
contrast to these methods, our method additionally enables
part-level editing for free.

Articulated Human Representations: The performance
of 3D-aware human generative models is closely related to
the choice of articulated human representation. A line of
works represents the human body as a mesh controlled by
a set of pose and shape parameters [33]. While present-
ing compact representations, they neglect human appear-
ance and cloth. More recently, coordinate-based MLPs have
advanced many fields, including reconstruction [37, 46, 43]
and novel view synthesis [39, 60]. There are many attempts
to leverage implicit neural representations for human recon-
struction [49, 48, 59, 69, 7, 61, 35, 30, 27, 41]. Among these
methods, earlier methods [49, 35] model humans in obser-
vation space, increasing the variation to be learned. Mod-
eling humans in a global canonical space avoids this prob-
lem, yet learning a backward weight field struggles to gen-
eralize to novel poses [48, 59, 69], and learning a forward
weight field is computationally expensive due to the itera-
tive root finding [7, 27]. Our proposed vertex-based rep-
resentation is more closely related to deterministic surface-
based warping methods [61, 30]. In contrast to all afore-
mentioned representations focusing on reconstruction, our
representation enables generalization to novel poses with-
out expensive computation and does not suffer from ghost-
ing artifacts, hence well-suited for generative models.

3. Method

Given a set of 2D images, we aim to learn a genera-
tive human radiance field with explicit control over cam-

era pose, human pose and shape, as well as enabling con-
trol over part-level shape and appearance. In the following,
we first briefly review generative radiance fields of non-
articulated objects in Section 3.1. Next, we introduce our
vertex-based generator in Section 3.2 and its versatile con-
trollability in Section 3.3. Finally, we describe the training
of the model in Section 3.4.

3.1. Generative Radiance Fields

Generator: Generative Radiance Fields [53, 5] learn a
conditional neural radiance fields from a set of 2D image
collections using adversarial training. Conditioned on a
noise z ∈ RM sampled from a Gaussian distribution, the
generator Gθ generates a radiance field that maps a 3D point
x to a corresponding RGB value c and density value σ:

Gθ : RLx × RM → R3 × R+ (γ(x), z) 7→ (c, σ) (1)

where γ(x) is the positional encoding operation that maps
the given input to higher-dimensional features and Lx de-
notes the dimension of γ(x). Note that we do not consider
the viewing direction here for simplicity as articulated hu-
mans are usually Lambertian [4, 54].

Volume Rendering: The generative radiance field is ren-
dered to a 2D image via the volume rendering operation.
Given a camera pose ξ sampled from a camera pose distri-
bution pξ, the generator is queried on H ×W rays with N
sampling points on each ray. Let {ci, σi}i=1,...,N denote the
queried color and density values of one ray, the pixel color c
at the corresponding ray is obtained via volume rendering:

π : (R3 × R+)N → R3 {(ci, σi)} 7→ c

c =

N∑
i=1

Ti αi ci Ti =

i−1∏
j=1

(1− αj) αi = 1− exp(−σiδi)

where Ti and αi denote the transmittance and alpha value at
a sample point xi, δi denotes the distance interval between
two adjacent sample points.

Challenges: Despite achieving superior performance on
non-articulated objects, e.g., human faces and cars, it is non-
trivial to extend generative radiance fields to articulated ob-
jects. The naı̈ve approach of generating articulated humans
in the observation space (e.g., EG3D) leads to unsatisfying
performance and a lack of controllability. Existing attempts
for generative human radiance fields map a 3D point in the
observation space to a pose-agnostic canonical space, ei-
ther achieved by learning a blend weight field [42] or us-
ing a fixed surface-based warping [2, 66]. Learning genera-
tive blend weight fields from single-view 2D images using
adversarial loss is quite challenging. Further, the learned
backward weight fields struggle to generalize to novel poses
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Figure 2: Generative VeRi3D. We model the generative human radiance fields based on a set of vertices and their corre-
sponding feature vectors. Given a sampled camera pose ξ and sampled human pose and shape (θ,β), we sample a 3D point
xw
i along a ray in the observation space and retrieve its K nearest neighbors {vw

k }k=1,...,K . For each neighboring vertex vw
k ,

we transform xw
i to the local coordinate system of vw

k and obtain xlk
i . Next, we combine the weighted feature vectors {fk}

and the local coordinate {xlk
i } to generate the color c and density σ at this point. This mapping is performed on N sample

points on each ray and H ×W pixels to obtain an output image, whereas the feature vectors are generated once using a 2D
convolutional network.

out of the dataset distribution. On the other hand, surface-
based warping methods avoid the challenging task of learn-
ing the blend weight fields and enable better generalization.
However, it may suffer from inaccurate surface mapping
and thus yielding ghosting artifacts. We propose a simple
approach that maps a 3D point to the local coordinate sys-
tems of its nearest vertices. Our formulation avoids learning
the weight field and do not suffer from ghosting artifacts.
Moreover, our formulation allows for generalizing to novel
shapes and poses, as well as editing local parts.

3.2. VeRi3D as Generative Human Fields

Fig. 2 gives an overview of our method. We train our
generative VeRi3D on 2D image collections and their corre-
sponding camera parameters and human pose distributions
using adversarial training. We refer to the space under a
sampled SMPL pose as the observation space. Given a
set of vertices of SMPL, we first define a local coordinate
system for each vertex conditioned on the pose. Next, we
transform a sampled 3D point in the world coordinate of
the observation space to the local coordinate systems of its
neighboring SMPL vertices, representing each 3D point us-
ing the vertex feature and the local coordinates. This for-
mulation enables generalization to novel shapes and poses.
The vertex features are generated using a 2D convolutional
neural network based on a fixed UV mapping.

More formally, let z denote a random noise vector,
(θ,β) a sampled SMPL pose and shape, and ξ a sampled
camera pose. We define the world coordinate system of the
observation space as w. Further, let Vw ∈ RM×3 denote M
vertices of the SMPL model in the observation space where
each vertex vw is associated with a feature vector f . Let
T b
a ∈ SE(3) denote a rigid transformation, i.e., xb = T b

ax
a.

Given a sampled 3D point xw in the observation space,

we first retrieve its K nearest neighbors from the vertices
{vw

k ∈ N (xw)}k=1,··· ,K and transform the 3D points to
the local coordinate systems defined on {vw

k }. Next, xw

is mapped to a color and a density value based on its local
coordinates determined by {vw

k } and their corresponding
feature vectors {fk}.

Vertex-Based Local Coordinate Systems: For each ver-
tex vw

k , we define a local coordinate system Tw
lk

with its
origin at the vertex, allowing for transforming a 3D point in
the world coordinate system to the local coordinate system
via:

xlk = (Tw
lk
)−1xw = T lk

w xw, (2)

where lk denotes the local coordinate system of the kth
neighbor. Note that xlk should be pose-agnostic, e.g., the
color and density of a point should be invariant to the given
pose. Thus, we predefine a fixed local coordinate system
Tw
l̄k

under the T-pose and transform it to Tw
lk

via linear blend
skinning. Concretely, the translation of Tw

l̄k
is v̄w

k defined
under the T-pose. The rotation is determined by the normal
vector of v̄w

k and a fixed up direction [0, 0, 1]T . The vertex
normal is calculated as the weighted average of the normals
of all the faces that the vertex is part of. This vertex normal
is taken as the z-axis of the rotation matrix. Next, we define
the rest two axes using a fixed vector in the world coordi-
nate system [0, 0, 1]T . The x-axis is the cross product of the
z-axis and [0, 0, 1]T , and the y-axis is the cross product of
the other two axes.

Next, we transform Tw
l̄k

to Tw
lk

based on linear blend skin-
ning using the skinning weight of the vertex:

Tw
lk

=

(
P∑

p=1

W (v̄w
k )pGp(θ)

)
Tw
l̄k

(3)
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where P is the number of parts defined in SMPL, Gp(θ) ∈
SE(3) is a transformation matrix of the pth part given pose
θ, and W (v̄w

k )p is the blend weight of the pth part.

Vertex-based Radiance Fields: Our vertex-based radi-
ance fields map each point xw to a color and a density value
based on its K nearest vertices. This design is similar to
Point-NeRF [60] but we focus on learning generative radi-
ance fields instead of overfitting to a single scene or object.
Concretely, after obtaining local coordinates {xlk}k=1...K ,
we query the color and density of the point based on the
feature vectors {fk} and {xlk}. Here, {fk} provides the in-
formation to distinguish different local coordinate systems,
and {xlk} further distinguishes points within the same lo-
cal coordinate systems. This brings several advantages: 1)
Our local coordinates are attached to the SMPL vertices,
thus naturally enabling pose and shape control; 2) This rep-
resentation enables part-level control as we directly learn a
set of features associated with the SMPL vertices.

More specifically, we simply accumulate the feature vec-
tors of the K nearest vertices as follows:

f̄ =
∑
k

pk∑
pk

fk (4)

where pk is the inverse-distance weight widely used in scat-
tered data interpolation. The intuition behind this is that
closer vertices should contribute more to the output.

Regarding the local coordinates {xlk}, we average their
directions and summarize the statistics of their norms to be
order-invariant wrt. the K nearest neighbors. The statis-
tics contain minimum, maximum, mean, and variance of K
norms. We concatenate the 3-dimensional averaged direc-
tions and 4-dimensional norm statistics to a vector xl ∈ R7

to indicate the local coordinate information.
We use an MLP to map the accumulated feature vector f̄

and the local coordinate xl to the color and RGB values:

G3D
θ : RLF ×RL

xl → R3×R+ (f̄ , γ(xl)) 7→ (c, σ) (5)

where γ(·) denotes positional encoding.

Vertex Feature Generator: We leverage the UV mapping
to project SMPL vertices V ∈ RM×3 to a 2D map, enabling
us to learn features on SMPL vertices leveraging a 2D CNN.
In practice, we use a style-based 2D CNN to learn to gen-
erate a 2D feature map F ∈ RHF×WF×LF given a sampled
noise vector z:

G2D
θ : RM → RHF×WF×LF z 7→ F (6)

Note that the projected SMPL vertices may not fall on inte-
ger locations. We use bilinear interpolation to query a fea-
ture f ∈ RLF from F for each vertex.

3.3. VeRi3D for Controllable Image Synthesis

Pose Control: Our model enables controlling poses us-
ing the pose parameter θ. Thanks to our vertex-based for-
mulation, our method inherits the generalization ability of
SMPL, thus enabling generalizing to poses out of the train-
ing images.

Shape Control: Since our representation is shape-
agnostic, we can control the body shape of generated hu-
mans by manipulating the body mesh surface. By control-
ling the shape parameter β of SMPL, i.e., the coefficients of
10 orthogonal basis obtained by principal component anal-
ysis (PCA), we can obtain different body shapes.

Part-level Control: As we directly learn a set of features
on SMPL vertices, we can control the part-level appearance
and geometry by changing the vertices’ features. These ver-
tices V are segmented to different body parts based on the
SMPL skinning weights. For vertices of each part, we ap-
ply PCA to the vertices features and get the principal com-
ponent. Specificly, we randomly sample 1k latent code to
compute PCA component and select the top 30 components
with the largest eigenvalues. This enables part control by
changing the principal coefficients.

3.4. Discriminator and GAN Training

Discriminator: Following [25], we adopt a normal 2D
convolutional neural network as the discriminator. Our dis-
criminator is not conditioned on the camera pose or the hu-
man pose.

GAN Training: Given a latent code z, a camera pose ξ,
human pose and shape (θ,β), and a real image I sampled
from the real-data distribution pD, we train our VeRi3D us-
ing non-saturated GAN loss with R1 regularization [36].

L =Ez∼N (0,1),ξ∼pξ,(θ,β)∼pθ,β
[f(Dϕ (Gθ(z, ξ,θ,β)))]

+ EI∼pD

[
f(−Dϕ(I)) + λ∥∇Dϕ(I)∥2

]
4. 3D-Aware Human Synthesis

Datasets: We conduct experiments on three datasets:
DeepFashion [65], AIST++ [28] and Surreal [57]. Deep-
Fashion is a real-world fashion dataset. We use the data
provided by [19]. The dataset filters out images with partial
observations and inaccurate SMPL estimations, resulting in
8K images for training. AIST++ is a video dataset captur-
ing 30 performers in dance motion. Each frame is annotated
with the ground truth camera and fitted SMPL body model.
We use a segmentation model [8] to remove backgrounds
and get 90k images in total. Surreal contains 6M images
of synthetic humans created by the SMPL body model in
various poses rendered in indoor scenes.
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Figure 3: Qualitative Comparison on DeepFashion. We show each sample from three viewing directions.

Ours Tri. + Surf. Input Ours Tri. + Surf. Input Ours Tri. + Surf. Input

Figure 4: Qualitative Comparison on AIST++. We provide the corresponding real image as a reference for each input pose.
Note that “Tri. + Surf.” sometimes fails to follow the input pose (1st and 2nd) and may have ghosting artifacts (3rd).

Evaluation Metrics: We adopt Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [18] to measure image quality. Following ENARF,
we use the Percentage of Correct Keypoints (PCKh@0.5)
to evaluate the correctness of generated poses.

Baselines: We compare our method against a state-of-
the-art 3D-aware image synthesis model, EG3D [3], and
a state-of-the-art 3D-aware human image synthesis model,
ENARF [42]. As EG3D does not model human articulation,
we provide the SMPL pose and shape parameters as input
conditions to EG3D. We also compare our method with a
surface-based baseline. Following AvatarGen [66], we map

a 3D point in the observation space to a canonical space
based on SMPL skinning weights. We use a tri-plane to
represent the canonical space, where we sample feature for
each point in canonical space to predict density and color.
We refer to this method as “Tri. + Surf.”. We implement
this baseline in our framework to ensure a fair comparison.

Implementation Details: We use a feature dimension
of 256 × 256 × 64. The local coordinate vector xl has a
length of 7 which includes direction and distance statistics.
Similar to [19], we only sample points around the human
body and increase the sampling of side view for the Deep-
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Deepfashion Surreal AIST++
Method Res. FID10k ↓ PCKh@0.5 ↑ Res. FID10k ↓ PCKh@0.5 ↑ Res. FID10k ↓ PCKh@0.5 ↑

EG3D [3] 512 27.2 - 128 19.5 - 256 38.2 -
ENARF [42] 128 60.3 0.991 128 21.3 0.855 128 95.7 0.916
Tri. + Surf. 512 23.7 0.936 128 8.0 0.883 256 32.4 0.949

Ours 512 21.4 0.988 128 6.7 0.984 256 32.3 0.973

Table 1: Quantitative Results on Deepfashion, Surreal, and AIST++ dataset.

ENARF [42] Ours

Figure 5: Pose Control. We compare pose controllability with ENARF by applying poses of the AIST++ dataset to the
generative radiance fields trained on DeepFashion.

Head Control Upper Body Control Lower Body Control

Figure 6: Part Control. Our method enables controlling the head, upper body, and lower body independently, with cloth
color, style, hairstyle, and facial changes.

Fashion dataset. We use the Adam optimizer, with a batch
size of 8 for training. The learning rate of the generator is
0.0001. The learning rate of the discriminator is 0.0002. For
the DeepFashion dataset, we train 620k iterations. For the
Surreal dataset, we train 640k iterations. For the AIST++
dataset, we train 400k iterations.

4.1. 3D-Aware Human Image Synthesis

Table 1 shows our quantitative comparison to the base-
lines. Note that our method achieves superior performance
in terms of FID. While EG3D leads to reasonable FID
scores, it is not controllable in terms of the human pose and
thus we do not evaluate its PCKh@0.5. Our method out-
performs ENARF which maps a 3D point to the canonical
space based on the learned weight fields. ENARF performs
better on datasets with smaller pose variation, i.e., Surreal
and DeepFashion, yet the performance degenerates on the
AIST++ dataset which captures dancing videos. Regard-

ing the surface mapping-based approach “Tri. + Surf.”, its
FID scores are comparable to our proposed method, but the
generated images are of lower accuracy in terms of pose
correctness. Compared with ENARF, our method is supe-
rior on Surreal and AIST++ and similar on the DeepFashion
dataset in terms of PCKh@0.5. Note that both ENARF and
our method can maintain the input pose accurately on Deep-
Fashion as its poses are of lower variation.

We show the qualitative comparison to ENARF and Tri.
+ Surf. in Fig. 3 on the DeepFashion dataset. Aligned with
the quantitative results, our method produces images with
higher visual fidelity compared to ENARF. Despite achiev-
ing similar visual quality on DeepFashion, the Tri. + Surf.
baseline sometimes leads to inaccurate poses and ghosting
artifacts when training on datasets with larger pose varia-
tions. This can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows our qualita-
tive comparison to Tri. + Surf. on the AIST++ dataset.
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Figure 7: Shape Control. We manipulate the coefficiency of the first principle component for the left four images and the
second principle component for the right ones.

(a) Pose Control

(b) Shape Control

Figure 8: Qualitative Results on Surreal Dataset.

4.2. Controllability

Pose Control: Our vertex-based representation enables
generalization to out-of-distribution novel poses. To eval-
uate our generalization ability, we apply the poses of the
AIST++ dataset to the human radiance fields learned on the
DeepFashion dataset in Fig. 5 and compare with ENARF.
As ENARF uses a learned blend weight field, it produces
artifacts at the joints given such out-of-distribution poses.
We further show pose control results of our model trained
on Surreal and AIST++ in Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a, respectively.
The results suggest that our method achieves convincing
pose control results on various datasets.

Shape Control: Fig. 7 demonstrate our shape controlla-
bility, achieved by manipulating the SMPL shape parame-
ters θ. Note that our method generalizes well to the unseen
type of shapes. Similarly, we show shape control results of
our models trained on Surreal and AIST++ in Fig. 8b and
Fig. 9b.

Part Control: We demonstrate our part editing results in

(a) Pose Control

(b) Shape Control

Figure 9: Qualitative Results on AIST++ Dataset.

Fig. 6. As can be seen, we can edit the head, the upper
body, and the lower body independently, with clothes color,
clothes style, hairstyle, and facial changes. Please refer to
our supplementary for more results.

5. Reconstruction

Datasets: We conduct experiments on ZJU-MoCap
dataset [50] to evaluate the effectiveness of our vertex-based
representation when supervised by a reconstruction loss.
ZJU-MoCap records human motion using 21 synchronized
cameras and provides accurate human poses. We use one
camera for training and the remaining ones for testing novel
view synthesis. We divide the motion sequence frames into
“training pose” and “novel pose”, and use the former to train
the model and the latter to test the performance under the
novel pose.

Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate PSNR, SSIM [58], and
LPIPS [68] to compare the quality of synthesized images
under novel view and novel pose settings.

Baselines: We compare our method with a state-of-the-
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Tri. + Surf. Ours GT

Figure 10: Qualitative Comparison of the reconstruction
experiment. Surface-based mapping suffers from ghosting
artifacts, i.e., an extra leg appears in the empty space.

art reconstruction method, HumanNeRF [59], using learned
weight field, to demonstrate our method’s representation ca-
pability and generalization ability. We use their released
model to test for novel poses. We also compare with the
“Tri. + Surf.” baseline in this reconstruction experiment.

5.1. Reconstruction Results

Table 2 shows our quantitative comparison of the recon-
struction experiments. We compute averaged results over
six subjects following the evaluation setting of Human-
NeRF. Note that our method achieves competitive perfor-
mance to the state-of-the-art human reconstruction method
HumanNeRF. The tri-plane-based baseline achieves similar
results on PSNR and SSIM, but degenerates significantly on
LPIPS. This may be caused by ghosting artifacts as shown
in Fig. 10, i.e., an extra leg appears in the empty space. In
contrast, by transforming each 3D point to the local coordi-
nate systems of its nearest neighbors, our method does not
suffer from such a problem.

5.2. Ablation Study

Number of Neighboring Vertices: Table 3 shows our
quantitative comparison of the reconstruction experiments.
We compare different numbers of neighboring vertices. The
performance improves as the number of reference neighbors
increases to K=3 but then saturates with K=5. Therefore, we
adopt K=3 as the default setting in our main experiments.

Novel View Novel Pose
Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓

HumanNeRF 30.24 0.9680 31.73 29.68 0.9664 32.87
Tri. + Surf. 29.21 0.9631 36.50 29.96 0.9678 31.44

Ours 30.11 0.9684 30.24 30.25 0.9698 28.53

Table 2: Reconstruction Results on ZJU-MoCap.

Novel View Novel Pose
Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓

K=1 30.03 0.9683 30.59 30.13 0.9694 28.84
K=3 30.11 0.9684 30.24 30.25 0.9698 28.53
K=5 30.05 0.9684 30.09 30.19 0.9697 28.41

w/o direction 29.72 0.9652 33.43 29.97 0.9673 30.92

Table 3: Ablation Study on ZJU-MoCap.

Direction in Local Coordinate System: In the last row of
Table 3, we remove the direction of sampled points in the
local coordinate system. It means the sampled points with
the same distances to the neighboring vertex have the same
representation, thus leading to worse performance. This ex-
perimental result verifies our design choice.

6. Conclusions

We present VeRi3D, a generative vertex-based human ra-
diance field that offers versatile controllability over camera
pose, human pose, shape, and part-level editing. We demon-
strate that our vertex-based human representation achieves
superior performance on unconditional human image syn-
thesis and is also competitive in the reconstruction setting.

Limitations: Our method relies on accurate pose distribu-
tion to be able to respect the input pose. With mismatched
pose distribution, e.g., bent legs estimated as straight ones,
our method needs to generate bent legs given straight legs
as input, thus not respecting the input pose. This could
be addressed by jointly refining the pose distribution in fu-
ture work. Further, our method may have artifacts in less
observed regions, e.g., there are sometimes artifacts in the
back regions for forward-facing datasets. This may be re-
solved by adding regularizations to unobservable regions.
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